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NAVIGATIONAL ADVISORY PANEL 
 

5TH OCTOBER 2016 – HARBOUR OFFICE 13:30 
 
 

MINUTES 
 
 
 

Present 
Dale Clark DC Harbour Master 
Alan Hartwell AH Senior Assistant Harbour Master 
Peter Crawford PC Captain, Scillonian III 
John Nicholls JN Pilot Examiner/Council Examiner 
Steve Hicks SH Pilot 
 
Apologies 
Mark Pender Fishermen’s Association 
Richard Mills Sailing Centre 
Jeremy Phillips Pilot 
 
 

 

1. Review of previous minutes 
DC refers to the last NAP meeting in January of this year where it was mentioned the ISSCo 
vessel Gry Maritha was being replaced by the Mali Rose. DC says that works to the new 
vessel are still underway and the change in service has yet to take place. 
DC informs the meeting that the quay sector light has been removed. This will be addressed 
later in the meeting. 
DC refers to previous discussions regarding pilots undertaking ECDIS and states that the cost 
of such a course is prohibitive for the Harbour Authority. DC also commented that it is likely 
that the training or “additional training” for pilots may be at cost to the pilot as they are self-
employed. PC says he has done the 5-day ECDIS course in Plymouth and found it very useful 
and comments that there are two different courses, one general and one type (manufacturer) 
specific.  
DC mentions that after consulting with both Tim Charlesworth and Mike Sutherland, it has 
been deemed the number of pilotage trips undertaken in recent times would constitute 
adequate ‘on the job’ training. DC informed the meeting that he would look into details of the 
course recommended by PC. 

 
2. MAIB safety digest review  

DC informed attendees of the MAIB safety Digest book and also the web link that he had 
emailed prior to the meeting. DC shows a particular interest into Pilot/Master exchanges and 
mentions reports where this has factored into incidents. DC advised all attendees to look at 
the MAIB website regularly. 
 
 
 
 



3. Port Marine Safety Code 
DC reiterates that the Harbour Authority complies with the Port Marine Safety Code and that 
the next annual audit will take place later in the month. He describes that as part of the PMSC 
requirements on conservancy, the next round of survey work will be undertaken in 2017 as 
part of a five year rolling plan.  
DC says that the Mali Rose was invited to the Islands to develop her berthing procedures prior 
to entering service, this has not been carried out, but as new information regarding her 
engine/thruster configurations has been released (thrusters powered by one of the main 
engines), we will now liaise with the ISSCo to insist this trial run is carried out. PC says that 
there is an absence of Marine Superintendents within the ISSCo at present and that vessels 
Captains should be approached for information. 
 

4. Harbour Navigational Aids 
DC says that the previously present quay sector lamp has been discontinued and replaced by 
the starboard hand buoy - the Newman Buoy. This information has been promulgated by a 
Local Notice to Mariners and the UKHO will publish an official chart update. 
DC describes that the Woolpack Beacon has now been changed from a S. Cardinal to a 
Starboard Hand Mark, a project which has been met with positive feedback. This too has been 
promulgated by Local Notice to Mariners and again the UKHO will produce an official chart 
update. 
DC tells members that the leading lights within the Harbour have become defective and 
irreparable. As such new lamps are on order and should arrive within the week. A small 
project to replace the lamps will see both upper and lower sets of lamps out of action for 
approximately two days. As part of the project the cross (top set of lights) will be repainted in 
white. 
DC says that during the winter months we may look to position one or two green lamps on the 
end of the quay. We have one lamp in stock which could be used. 
JN asks what happened to the speed limit sign on the end of the (old) quay. DC replies saying 
this was buried with construction of the new quay extension but we will look to install a new 
sign at the quay head. 

 
5. Local Licensing 

DC says that a meeting has been arranged with Sue Pritchard, Licensing Officer for the 
Council of the Isles of Scilly, for the purpose of better understanding of the local licence 
which has recently come under scrutiny. 
 

6. Cruise Ship Visits 
DC describes that we have had 48 cruise ship visits this year and 3 cancellations. The Harbour 
Office are currently in discussions with Tresco Estate with regard to us taking responsibility 
for their requirements under their Port Facility Security Plan. 
DC reiterates the current rules for cruise ships tendering as follows: 

 Any ship anchored in Crow Sound must use local tenders for all quays on all Islands 
 Any ship anchored in St Mary’s Sound may use their own tenders to visit Carn Near 

only in good visibility. 
 Any ship anchored in St Mary’s Sound must use local tenders for all quays during 

poor visibility or darkness. 
DC mentions that with the addition of two extra sets of steps here within the harbour there 
doesn’t appear to be too many reasons to support the continued use of local tenders only into 
St Mary’s Harbour. DC suggests that we have a responsibility to review these restrictions 
now. SH asks if the MCA have been informed. DC says no, they will be consulted. 
DC briefly mentions that at present, we have 71 ships booked for next year. This marks a 
significant increase over any other year. 
 

7. Pilotage procedures review  
DC hands PC a copy of our Pilotage Procedures, published passage plans and a copy of our 
MPX form. PC retains for information. DC says that the generic passage plan has been well 
received by ships Masters since its introduction. 
DC shows members a UKMPA security alert from where a pilot ladder had failed injuring the 
Pilot, he says he is seeing more examples of poor pilot ladders especially through social 
media and encourages everyone (pilots) to highlight any concerns they may have about pilot 



ladders (or any other navigational safety). AH says that in previous meetings we had agreed 
there would be a vocal exchange between Pilot and ship’s crew prior to boarding and that 
more time should be spent examining the ladder before use. This does not appear to have been 
adopted. 
DC explains that a two day PMSC audit will take place later in the month and as such the 
pilotage procedures will be reviewed. DC asks all attendees to review, in their own time, the 
current procedures inform him of any amendments or change requests.  
DC asks if the ISSCo have any particular questions about our Pilotage Procedures at this time. 
PC says no. 

 
8. AOB 

PC mentions yachts anchoring in the approaches to the harbour. He considers that they are 
becoming more in number and are creeping closer to the main tracks in/out of the harbour. 
DC says that in recent times this has become more noticeable and that the harbour team were 
attempting to ensure that the approaches into the harbour were kept clear of anchored vessels.  
PC explains that he considers the vessel Kingfisher to be a concern when the Scillonian (or 
other ships) approach in an Easterly wind. DC explained that he is aware of Pete’s concern 
and that he will look to address this with a workable solution for all. 
DC mentions that JP had asked about pilot’s retirement age and also pilots National 
Occupational Standards. He informed the meeting that he would look into these topics and 
reply to them. 
 
 

 
9. Actions 

 Investigate Pilots retirement age 
 Investigate National Occupational Standards for Pilots 
 Erect speed limit sign at quay head 
 Meet with Sue Pritchard re local licencing 
 Review tender’s operations into St Mary’s 
 Discuss Tresco PFSP 
 Pilots and Pilot vessel crew to visually inspect pilots ladders more thoroughly before 

use and communicate with ship’s crew  
 NAP members to look at Pilotage Procedures 

 
Meeting closed at 1445 
Next NAP will take place early 2017 

 


